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>>> <RJO5038@aol.com> 3/29/2010 11:18 PM >>> 
Mrs. Kent, 
       This is regard to wind mill project near block island. 
      I am having a problem with understanding some facts, lets start on the story in the year 2002 with Robert 
Watson the head of the IPCC that was run out of that position for not agreeing with the UN or the US. On that 
reasoning of global warming or that it was even happening, then replaced with John Bolton. Knowing he was placed 
there to push the agenda of global warming and the cause of it is CO2 within wo years. The IPCC under the direction 
of Bolton wrote the (IPCC report of 2004) which has produced AL GORES movie and a lot of reports on things 
happening around the world like (sea levels rising, hurricanes would be more frequent and stronger, the Himalayan 
glaciers melting, no need to keep going.) Between all the media outlets and all the money to be spent on this lie, 
they go to the state level and work on state laws under the cover of a lie and under cover of the people of the states 
and pass a thing call RGGI which is all based on the IPCC report of 2004 which in all aspects is cap & trade at the 
state level (maybe the back-up plan) in case it does not pass at federal level. placing groups of states together 
throughout the country.  
Than they start the group of governors for wind energy in 2005.Somewhere in 2006 throughout 2007 they 
renamed global warming to climate change. 
John Bolton resigns Jan 2010. 
       Just before the Copenhagen the e-mails come out proving what a lot of sceinist has said, it is all MIS truths the 
reports where based on politics not science. At the same time the president has the person that he has appointed to 
the job of EPA director pass a ruling over co2 gasses which is being challenged in courts now. Before the end of 
2009 the governor of Rhode Island signs into RGGI pushing federal money into DEM. The bio fuel plant in New York 
sues RGGI inc. settles within days for undisclosed amount all within the last week of 2009. 
    The board of governors rights letter to the president and to the speaker of the house than to senate leader march 
2010 which has no response for the senate leader, the house leader is pushing it forward, the president is looking to 
establish a tax on carbon. Should we say CAP & TRADE policies? 
     So here where are now in march of 2010 looking in the reports from the office of the PUC in Rhode Island and 
the news papers, trying to understand how this is going to work for the state and for the people of the state knowing 
some of the details of the plan. 24.4 cents per kilowatt that does have a 3.5% increase annually with a 20 year 
contract. Does not seem do be a very good deal for Rhode Islanders nor for Rhode Island businesses having read 
the report for THE ENERGY COUNCIL OF RHODE ISLAND states the rates for businesses will rise. Will this drive more 
companies out of RHODE ISLAND?  
     Where are the clean carbon credits going? In the RGGI market to be sold or traded I don't know what happen to 
the attorney generals office in this aspect how come so much for the kilowatt why for so many years? Also the 
wording of we might make 800 jobs here in Rhode Island. Is there a signed agreement? What it will do to the fishing 
or to the birds here in Rhode Island either? 
   I am looking at this as a bad investment here , just like the brain storm of the a wind mills at the Providence waste 
water plant for 12 mill. 
  
Where is the truth in all of this? 
  
                                                Robert J. Oliveira Jr. 
                                                East Providence 
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